ALLIANCE MINERAL ASSETS LIMITED
(Company Registration Number: ACN 147 393 735)
(Incorporated in the Australia on 6 December 2010)
CLARIFICATION TO ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN THE EDGE SINGAPORE
The Board of Directors (“Board”) of Alliance Mineral Assets Limited (the “Company”) refers to:
(a)

the various articles published on “The Edge Singapore” on 10, 11 and 17 July 2017
(collectively, the “Articles” and each, “Article”), annexed herein and marked as
“Annex”;

(b)

the Company’s announcements dated 17 June 2017 (“17 June Disclosure of Interest
Announcement”) and 10 July 2017 (“10 July Relevant Parties Disclosure of Interest
Announcement”) relating to the notification on change of interest of Chief Executive
Officer of the Company, Tjandra Adi Pramoko (“Tjandra”), notification on change of
interest of Executive Director of the Company, Suen Sze Man and notification on change
of interest of substantial shareholder of the Company, Living Waters Mining Australia Pty
Ltd (“LWMA”);

(c)

the Company’s announcement dated 21 June 2017 relating to the notification by
Jonathan Lim Keng Hock (“Jonathan Lim”) on becoming a substantial shareholder of
the Company (“21 June Disclosure of Interest Announcement”);

(d)

the Company’s announcement dated 10 July 2017 relating to the notification on
acquisition/change of substantial shareholding interest by Grande Pacific Limited
(“Grande Pacific”), Jonathan Lim and Marilyn Tan (“10 July Grande Pacific
Disclosure of Interest Announcement”); and

(e)

the Company’s announcement on “Notification of Seizure of Substantial Shareholders’
Shares” dated 10 July 2017 (the “10 July Clarification Announcement”).

The Company wishes to provide the following clarifications/responses in respect of certain
statements in the Articles:
1.

Various statements in the Articles referring to
interest in shares of LWMA and/or the
arrangements entered into between Jonathan
Parties (as defined below) prior to the listing
2014 (the “Listing”).

Jonathan Lim’s/Grande Pacific’s alleged
Company in connection with certain
Lim/Grande Pacific and/or the Relevant
of the Company on Catalist on 25 July

Clarification/Response: The Company had appointed qualified professionals (including
lawyers and auditors) as well as PrimePartners Corporate Finance Pte. Ltd. (“PPCF”),
which was the issue manager, placement agent and sponsor in connection with the
Listing. Their scope of work included conducting a thorough due diligence process prior
to the Listing.

During the Listing process, the Company did not receive any information pertaining to
Jonathan Lim’s/Grande Pacific’s alleged interest in shares of LWMA and/or the
Company.
The Company also understands that no feedback was received by the Singapore
Exchange Securities Trading Limited (the “SGX-ST”) during the 21-day exposure period
after the offer document dated 16 July 2014 issued by the Company in connection with
the Listing was lodged with the SGX-ST. Further, neither Jonathan Lim nor any party
related to him nor any of the Relevant Parties at any time served a notice on the
Company referring to Jonathan Lim’s alleged interest in shares of LWMA and/or the
Company pursuant to such pre-Listing arrangements.
The only notices of interest in shares of the Company served by Jonathan Lim and/or his
related parties were given on 19 June 2017 referring to an “off-market transaction” and
subsequently on 3 July 2017 referring to the seizure of the Seized Shares (as defined
below). The Relevant Parties served similar notices on the Company on 16 June and 7
July 2017, respectively.
2.

According to the Article dated 17 July 2017 (“17 July Article”), Jonathan Lim indicated
that the Writ and Seizure of Sale (“WSS”) was “copied” to the Company’s “corporate
secretary”. The context in which this statement was made seems to suggest that the
Company’s company secretary received a copy of the WSS on 30 June 2017.
Clarification/Response: The Company’s company secretary, Ms. Fiona Leaw (the
“Company Secretary”), did not receive a copy of the WSS on 30 June 2017 and the
Board was not aware of the existence of the WSS at that point in time. This is due to the
fact that the Company is not a party to the settlement agreement between Grande
Pacific and the Relevant Parties (“Settlement Agreement”) or the legal proceedings
that led to it and which resulted in the seizure of 72,300,186 shares in the Company held
by LWMA (the “Seized Shares”) pursuant to the WSS.

3.

It is provided in the 17 July Article that Jonathan Lim raised a question as to why the
Company “…has not disclosed what has been happening. “Is the board tardy? Or is the
word nonchalant?””. In addition, the 17 July Article provides that Jonathan Lim also
stated that the Company failed to disclose the seizure of the Seized Shares for more
than a week and that this was “the mother of all governance lapses”.
Clarification/Response: The Board strongly disagrees and objects to those assertions.
As stated above, the Company is not a party to the Settlement Agreement or the legal
proceedings that led to it and which resulted in the Seized Shares being seized pursuant
to the WSS.
The Company Secretary did receive a notification form on 3 July 2017 from Grande
Pacific/Jonathan Lim in respect of an acquisition/change in substantial shareholding
interest by Grande Pacific, Jonathan Lim and Marilyn Tan (“3 July Notification”). As the
3 July Notification referred to the seizure of a substantial portion of LWMA’s shares in
the Company pursuant to the WSS, it was necessary for the Company Secretary to
make inquiries with LWMA to ensure that the information disclosed was not false or
misleading.
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Notwithstanding the above, although the Company Secretary only informed the Board on
6 July 2017 of the receipt of the 3 July Notification, the Board acted expeditiously in
seeking clarifications from Company’s management and the Relevant Parties, who on 7
July 2017, also delivered to the Company notification forms relating to their respective
change in interest in shares in the Company. Following consultation with PPCF, the
Company released the 10 July Relevant Parties Disclosure of Interest Announcement,
the 10 July Grande Pacific Disclosure of Interest Announcement and the 10 July
Clarification Announcement.
To date, the Company understands from LWMA that legal title to the Seized Shares has
not been transferred to any third party and remain in LWMA’s nominee account but the
nominee has confirmed that the Seized Shares are currently blocked pursuant to a court
order.
4.

It is also reported in the 17 July Article that the Company has not fully disclosed the
terms of the Settlement Agreement.
Clarification/Response: The Board strongly disagrees and objects to this assertion. As
stated above, the Company is not a party to the Settlement Agreement and was
therefore not privy to the terms of the Settlement Agreement, except for the facts that
Tjandra, Suen Sze Man and LWMA (the “Relevant Parties”) had conveyed to the
Company, which the Company promptly disclosed in the 10 July Clarification
Announcement.
However, as the Articles also contain a number of statements regarding the contents of
the Settlement Agreement, the Relevant Parties have also on 21 July 2017 provided the
following additional clarifications to the Company:

4.1.

Under the Settlement Agreement:
4.1.1. 46,074,788 shares in the Company held by LWMA were discharged from an
Order of Court dated 26 January 2017 (“Order of Court”) and ordered to be
transferred to Grande Pacific and/or his nominee. The transfer of these
46,074,788 shares (“Jonathan Lim’s Shares”) was effected to Jonathan Lim,
Grande Pacific’s nominee, on or around 15 June 2017 and disclosed by the
Company in the 17 June Disclosure of Interest Announcement and the 21 June
Disclosure of Interest Announcement.
4.1.2. A further 46,074,788 shares in the Company held by LWMA (“Frozen Shares”)
continue to be frozen under the Order of Court as security for a potential
payment for which LWMA and Tjandra are jointly and severally liable to Grande
Pacific, in connection with the following arrangement:
(i)

If by 24 October 2017 (the “Expiration Date”), the value of Jonathan
Lim’s Shares does not reach a price of S$0.50 per share (the “Strike
Price”), then LWMA and Tjandra shall be liable to pay Grande Pacific a
sum equivalent to the difference between the Strike Price and the volume
weighted average price (“VWAP”) of the shares in the Company based on
a “7 calendar day lookback period from the Expiration Date”, for the
number of shares in the Company held by Grande Pacific as at the
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Expiration Date. Following such payment, the Frozen Shares would be
released to the Relevant Parties.
(ii)

If by the Expiration Date the value of each Jonathan Lim Share reaches a
value equal to the Strike Price, as determined by the VWAP with a “7
calendar day lookback period” from the Expiration Date, then the above
payment obligations will not apply and the Frozen Shares would be
released to the Relevant Parties.

4.1.3. In the event that Jonathan Lim’s Shares or any part thereof (“Offered Shares”)
are sold, Jonathan Lim would have to grant to LWMA and Tjandra the right of
first refusal for the purchase of such Offered Shares on the following terms:
(i)

each block of the Offered Shares shall be of the minimum value of
S$500,000; and

(ii)

the value of the Offered Shares shall be determined by the VWAP with a
“7 calendar day lookback period commencing from the day before the
offer is made”.

4.1.4. LWMA and Tjandra were to make payment of S$7 million to Grande Pacific by 31
May 2017. As they failed to do so, Grande Pacific obtained judgment against
LWMA and Tjandra for the sum of S$$7 million with applicable interest (the
“Judgment Debt”). Subsequently, the WSS was issued in respect of the seizure
and sale of the Seized Shares to satisfy the Judgment Debt and this was
disclosed in the 10 July Relevant Parties Disclosure of Interest Announcement,
the 10 July Grande Pacific Disclosure of Interest Announcement and the 10 July
Clarification Announcement.
The Company confirms that neither the transfer of the Jonathan Lim’s Shares nor the seizing of
the Seized Shares nor the freezing of the Frozen Shares either collectively or individually result
in (a) a breach by the Company of any undertaking under any of the Company’s (i) existing loan
arrangements or (ii) material agreements including the agreements with Lithco No. 2 Pty Ltd
relating to the Bald Hill Project; or (b) any adverse impact on the Company’s operations up to
the date of this announcement and in the near term.
The Company will make further disclosures if and when it receives any further notification(s)
from substantial shareholders in respect of their interest in the Seized Shares, the Frozen
Shares, or otherwise, as the case may be.
BY ORDER OF THE BOARD
Suen Sze Man
Executive Director
2 August 2017
___________________________________________________________________________
This announcement has been prepared by Alliance Mineral Assets Limited (the “Company”) and its
contents have been reviewed by the Company’s sponsor, PrimePartners Corporate Finance Pte. Ltd.
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(the “Sponsor”), for compliance with the SGX-ST Listing Manual Section B: Rules of Catalist. The
Sponsor has not verified the contents of this announcement.
This announcement has not been examined or approved by the SGX-ST. The Sponsor and the SGX-ST
assume no responsibility for the contents of this announcement including the accuracy, completeness or
correctness of any of the information, statements or opinions made or reports contained in this
announcement. The contact person for the Sponsor is Ms Gillian Goh, Director, Head of Continuing
Sponsorship (Mailing Address: 16 Collyer Quay, #10-00 Income at Raffles, Singapore 049318 and Email: sponsorship@ppcf.com.sg).
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Extract from The Edge Singapore:
Alliance Mineral Assets CEO’s shares seized on court order as part of claim by Jonathan Lim Keng
Hock
By: Chan Chao Peh
10/07/17, 12:20 pm
SINGAPORE (July 10): Shares amounting to a 15% stake in Alliance Mineral Assets (AMA), whose deemed
owners are CEO Tjandra Pramoko and his wife Suen Sze Man, had been seized on June 30 on a Singapore
court order, said the company on Monday before the market opening.
According to court documents, these 72.3 million shares were seized as part of a claim made by Singapore
businessman Jonathan Lim Keng Hock (photo).
In an exclusive interview with The Edge Singapore on Sunday, Lim said he gave A$7 million ($7.4 million)
to Pramoko and Suen back in 2009 in exchange for a 50% stake in Living Waters Mining (Australia)
(LWMA), an entity the couple created to own the mining assets that are now in AMA.
However, Lim claimed he found out a week before AMA’s IPO back in July 2014 that he wasn’t even listed
as a shareholder in the prospectus. PrimePartners Corporate Finance was the issue manager, sponsor and
placement agent for AMA’s listing.
Since then, Lim said he has been trying to claim his rightful share back from Pramoko and Suen, who is
also an executive director of AMA. At the time of listing, LWMA held around 40% of AMA, which was offered
to the public at 23 cents per share.
On April 25, both parties, in the presence of retired judge Kan Ting Chiu, reached an agreement following
a mediation process. Under terms of the settlement, LWMA was to transfer nearly 46.1 million shares to
Lim. LWMA also had to pay Lim $7 million by May 31, 2017.
The April 25 agreement also had a put and strike option. If AMA shares did not hit 50 cents six months after
the agreement date, which is Oct 24 2017, Pramoko and LWMA would have to pay Lim the sum equivalent
to the difference between the volume weighted average price of the seven days prior the date, and 50
cents.
But if shares of AMA rose above 50 cents by Oct 24 2017, Pramoko would not have to make further
payment. As security for Lim, the court ordered the injunction of another 46.1 million shares.
On June 15, the 46.1 million shares, or 9.6% of the company, were transferred from LWMA to Lim in an
off-market transaction worth $14.7 million, or 32 cents per share.
This was subsequently disclosed by AMA in a Singapore Exchange filing on June 21.
But the filing again made no mention that the off-market transaction was part of the April 25 court settlement.
Finally, when Lim did not receive the $7 million cash portion of the settlement by the May 31 deadline, a
writ of seizure was made on June 21 to seize AMA shares under LWMA. The shares were held under a
nominee shareholder entity called Raffes Nominee. The seizure was completed on June 30.
Lim told The Edge Singapore he launched the suit because he was unhappy Pramoko had delayed the
repayment and also changed its terms unilaterally along the way. He claimed he wasn’t after control of AMA
and dismissed suggestions he made his move only after AMA shares rose.

With 46.1 million AMA shares under LWMA already transferred to Lim, and another 46.1 million frozen,
LWMA is left with only 72.3 million shares – which was seized by the court on June 30 when the $7 million
payment was not made.
As at 12 noon, shares of AMA are trading 3 cents lower at 30 cents.
Based on this price, the 72.3 million shares are easily worth more than $20 million.
Year to date, shares of AMA have gained more than 200%.
https://www.theedgesingapore.com/alliance-mineral-asset-ceo%E2%80%99s-shares-seized-court-orderpart-claim-jonathan-lim-keng-hock

Extract from The Edge Singapore:
Alliance Mineral’s CEO Pramoko says will pay Lim 'within two weeks' to free up seized shares
By: Chan Chao Peh
11/07/17, 12:38 am
SINGAPORE (July 10): Tjandra Pramoko, CEO of Alliance Mineral Assets (AMA), says he will pay the $7
million due to Jonathan Lim Keng Hock within the next two weeks.
This should free up the AMA shares held on June 30 following a writ of seizure ordered by the courts as
part of the settlement agreement reached on April 25 between Pramoko and Lim.
As Lim had told The Edge Singapore in an exclusive interview on Sunday, Pramoko was to transfer 46.1
million shares to Lim and pay an additional $7 million in cash.
This was to settle a 50% claim Lim made on an entity called Living Waters Mineral (Australia) (LWMA),
which was used by Pramoko and his wife, Suen Sze Man, (photo) to hold their shares in AMA.
The dispute, mediated by retired justice Kan Ting Chiu, originated from a verbal agreement made in 2009
when Lim invested A$7 million and Pramoko injected the mining assets into a 50:50 joint venture, which
was later incorporated as LWMA.
However, Pramoko said Lim did not hold up his end of the deal. “I was to inject the mining assets and he
was to provide funding of an equal value. But he failed to do that and when more funds were required, he
decided to turn his initial $7 million investment into a cash loan,” Pramoko tells The Edge Singapore.
Pramoko said he was then forced to sign a $7 million loan agreement carrying an interest of 24% per year.
Pramoko said Lim then disappeared, leaving him and his wife to source for further funding on their own.
But after AMA was listed on the Singapore Exchange on July 2014, “Lim then reappeared and demanded
the return of his loan or 50% of the shares of AMA owned by LWMA,” said Pramoko.
Lim’s claim was made via Grande Pacific Limited, a British Virgin Island incorporated entity owned by his
wife, Marilyn Ting Hong Lean.
“As a savvy investor, if he really felt that he owned 50% of the shares of AMA he certainly could have and
would have made a claim for those shares or complained to SGX when the listing announcement were
made. But he never did,” says Pramoko.
Instead, Lim waited until “much later” after the listing to lay claim on his 50% share plus interest.
Pramoko said he was fully prepared to return Lim the money but rejected the 50% claim as it was clearly
an “opportunistic move” by the latter.
The two parties then went into mediation. Apart from paying Lim $7 million, Pramoko also decided to
transfer some shares to Lim to bring the matter to an amicable close.
However, Pramoko claimed the repayment of $7 million, due May 31 2017, was delayed “due to
circumstances beyond his control”. That was when the writ of seizure was completed on June 30 on the
remaining 72.3 million unencumbered shares held under LWMA.
Pramoko said at around the time of or just prior to the seizure, his lawyers even went to Lim with an offer
to pay the $7 million plus costs and expenses, but this was rejected.

In a pre-market announcement on July 10, AMA announced the seizure of shares. No prior disclosures of
this dispute with Lim was made. Shares of AMA dropped 4.5 cents on July 10 to close at 28 cents.
https://www.theedgesingapore.com/alliance-mineral%E2%80%99s-ceo-tjandra-says-will-pay-lim-withintwo-weeks-free-seized-shares

